Run Number 59 28th June 2007 New Brighton Station
The Pack: Austin Powers, RTFuct (Co-Hare), Carthief, Carless Whisper, Long Paws(Co-Hare),
Penny Lame, Jonah, Rev. Leroy, Snoozanne, Leakey Tool. ( I apologise for spelling Leakey Tool’s
name wrong on previous occasions but I only found out that he was an archaeologist this week)
Contrary to an earlier weather report that predicted rain at 21h00, it was starting to rain as the Pack
gathered at the New Brighton Railway Station. The important cars (those with the necessary
accessories to the circle) were taken to a spot closer to the Circle location in a park with bowlers
who continued to bowl despite the rain.
The Hash Flash was ignored by everyone except Rev. Leroy, (he either has an extremely long left
arm or Austin Powers is tickling his fancy).

No wonder Rev Leroy is
smiling

Long Paws then described the trail and said that there may be 1 or 2 check backs. RTFuct said
that there were some steep bits and it was OK to go round them if you were too scared. I would
have thought that that made it a challenge.

Off we went (looking at the map it is quite obvious why RTFuct chose this area, all the roads are
called Victoria something).
We quickly came to a
narrow path of the sort
much loved by all Hares.

This was quickly followed by a hillside
in place of the flat grass at the base,
and this was obviously to ensure a
Hash Crash
… and the Hares were not
disappointed.
I always wanted to know what
"Getting a leg over meant"

Down onto the beach where Carless Whisper was obviously still suffering from hydrophobia

Along the beach and up into Vale Park

Across Seabank Road where

Rev Leroy displayed the Hash Crash evidence
and on into a recreation park
where a mid run Hash Flash
took place. Carthief did his
monkey impression.

The dead centre of
town beckoned

And then onto Elleray Park and another
photo opportunity for Austin Powers

Running though New Brighton streets we came across what at first glance looked like a new Hash
Marking but a quick scuff with the shoe showed that it was not one of RTFuct’s devious dabblings

Under the railway line where there was a discussion as to the number of degrees that the various
hashers had. Carthief tried to inflate his number by including his SHK (School of Hard Knocks)

Through some undergrowth

and up from the beach

Past a new Hash marking
(Big Cock)

A final falsie

and the On In with rain continuing.
We retired to a corner of the Marine Park with the bowlers still bowling in the rain.
Carless Whisper and RTFuct provided the food and silence reigned for a short while whilst the
Pack was fed and watered.
Returnees Rev Leroy (been to night school and France); Leakey Tool (Lazy); Snoozanne
(Bermuda)
Carthief . The RA requested him to give her some Hard Knockers (she had misheard
(deliberately?) his earlier attempt of self elevation).
Austin Powers He had been offered (accepted?) a job in Glasgow (I heard the RA say as a bin
man but the RA did mumble a bit)
Rev Leroy and Long Paws. RL for his muddy bum, and LP for the flour on his front which the
check out girl at Asda mistook for something else. RTFuct’s description of her sticky fingers may
have had something to do with the Check Out girl’s misapprehension. Long Paws gave the
sermon which was about a sheep stuck in a fence. Two farmers found the sheep, one “had his way

with the sheep” and then told the other farmer that it was his turn. The other farmer put his head in
the fence.
The Shitshirt applicants were paraded. Austin Powers for his spare tyre. Carless Whisper for
the Hash Crash. Carthief for falsely accusing Long Paws of misleading the Pack by saying that
there were one or two Check Backs. Snoozanne for putting petrol in her car (it is a diesel).
Rev Leroy complained that RTFuct was interested in old tools but not in his.
In the pub we were greeted by Tallualah and a 4 piece Irish band. We found a corner where
Snoozanne strenuously denied that “I will be otherwise engaged” meant anything other than she
had something else to do, whereas RTFuct had her walking down the aisle.
RTFuct pretended
to be Queen Victoria

and Penny Lame
took a photo
of herself in
the mirror

